Operation Extract by Roger Burley
Well, they found the 8th Guards Tank Army, and its coming down the road! Lt. Gold
had completed the first part of his mission, but the second part, getting the information
back to the S-2 MAJ Edson looked iffy. They moved further north to get a better look,
and they got it – to the north were tanks and BMPs just crossing the street. They had
skirted around some infantry, searching house to house to the south, now they would
probably have to fight their way out. While Gold considered his options, the tanks and
APCs continued to move south towards him. The only encouragement he could draw
upon was the sound of Bradleys to the south.

Captain Buikov kept his dismounted
platoon moving through the village and
had the mounted platoon close up and
cover the south side of the village. That
Cossack tank platoon commander had to
get there first, the whole point of
Buikov’s 2 infantry platoons was to
provide security for the tanks and keep
the Americans in doubt where 8th Guards
were assembling for the next thrust.

The roving Hind could be heard to the west and one of the forward fire teams reported
seeing enemy vehicles. Buikov shouted back “What kind of vehicles?” Bradleys was the
response.
Buikov thought, “Let the Cossack earn his pay.” He should not have any problem with
Bradleys!

The Bradley platoon commander Lt. Ford remained in an overwatch position as the rest
of his platoon moved up to the edge of the village. Ford noted some movement in the
village and could hear the sound of tracked vehicles. This was supposed to be a quick
extraction mission not a knife fight!

As he was moving forward, 1st section
wingman shouted, “Tanks!” over the radio and
the 2nd section lead replied, “Engaging.” The
wingman fired his TOW II at the very close
lead T-90 and the other section lead fired his
TOW II at the same T-90. The wingman’s
missile missed (missed the TQR roll), but took
a 125mm round in the turret, killing the crew
and the fire-team in the passenger
compartment.

The section lead had better luck and
penetrated the reactive armor and caused the
tank to catch fire.
The rest of the tank column was hidden by the
building.
That’s what the Cossack gets for wanting to
be first – he was the first to die! And so, the
location of the 8th Guards Tanks was revealed.
Lt. Ford moved his Bradley forward along the
west side of the village looking for any telltale
or visual signal from Gold’s team. As he
crossed the main road, he spotted the tail end
of a tank. Tempted to take a shot, he
remembered that the mission was extraction
not destruction. He then moved to the
westernmost house. There, the infantry
platoon HQ dismounted and entered a 2 story
house to get a better view of the village. The
accompanying Stinger team waited in the
doorway. The Bradley continued to the north
side to overwatch the village.

On the east side, the firing of the Bradley at the T-90 alerted the easternmost BMP; so it
moved south along the fence lines. If the Bradley moved his turret, the BMP would fire.
The BMP slowed to dismount its fire-team. Somehow that change in motion alerted the
Bradley or maybe he heard the sound of the approaching vehicle, the Bradley commander
turned and looked in that direction.
Whatever the
reason, the BMP
fired and hit the
turret, killing the
commander and
forcing the crew
to bailout. The
fire-team in back
dismounted to
move into the
adjacent building.
The BMP did not
notice the Bradley
directly behind the
one he fired at.
From his position,
it was perfectly
hidden behind the
first.
Buikov’s infantry fire-teams
quickly cleared the buildings
they were in or next to and
moved towards the southeast
corner where the shooting
could be heard. RPGs at the
ready!

In the center, the 2 other T-90s
moved up warily alongside the
destroyed leader’s tank. The third
T-90 turned to cover the main road
to the west. He missed Ford’s
Bradley scooting across just 2 chits
earlier.

Ford’s Bradley had an excellent view down the road just to the north of the main road.

Starting with the far BMP, Ford engaged with TOW IIs missing the furthest one, but
killing the next in line (Ford’s veteran status allowed him to fire on almost every chit).
Ford engaged the BMP poised to enter a high walled compound [Gold’s team was in that
compound, but Ford didn’t know that] – immobilizing it at the entrance. Another BMP
was spotted just forward of the orchard wall on the road (through some trees). Ford again
engaged with his 25mm auto-cannon knocking it out. The Stinger team shouted “Hind”
and moved into the courtyard to engage.

To the far west side of the board, the Hind
made its appearance. Immediately to its front
was a Bradley dismounting a fire team and to
the left the back end of a Bradley highlighted
by missile exhaust and auto-cannon smoke.
The pilot engaged the Bradley with unguided
rocket fire and the gunner engaged the Ford’s
Bradley with
his cannon.
Both attacks
were
successful.
The Bradley
dismounts jumped over the wall and not damaged. The
Bradley was hit and destroyed. Ford’s Bradley was hit
and the surviving crewmembers abandoned the vehicle.
Ford died – hit by one of 30mm rounds. The Hind did
not survive, the Stinger team having missed the first
shot (flares deceived the first Stinger) got a second
chance (chit draw advantage) and downed the Hind
with the second Stinger.
At this point the Soviet
infantry was closing in on
the high walled
compound (indicated by
the white discs) where Lt
Gold’s team was located.
The rescuing US platoon
was decimated – one
operational Bradley and 3
widely spread out
fireteams and Platoon HQ
section. Withdrawal by
the Bradley to report the
8th Guards presence
fulfilled the second
American objective, but it
was a bitter pill leaving
Gold’s team facing imminent capture or destruction.
NOTE: The random roll for the position of Gold’s team put them closest to the Soviet
entry area on the north side. Even a middle of the village draw would have allowed Gold
to move south closer to the rescuers and allowed the team to be spotted to facilitate
extraction.

